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Profile summary Dr Mina Aminlou MD. PhD is the Medical Director and CRA of CellTech Pharmed 

company, the largest manufacturer of the stem cell therapy products in middle 

east and west Asia. The principal goal of this company is the mass production of 

Allogeneic mesenchymal stem cells specially derived from umbilical cord for 

various purposes such as Cerebral Palsy, GvHD, Osteoarthritis, ALA, MS, 

Autism, post MI heart failure and so on. Most of these diseases are incurable and 

surprisingly MSCs have shown remarkable therapeutic and palliative effect on 

them. As these products are investigational so for every indication every phase 

of clinical trials must be performed and the national FDA approval is mandatory 

before entering the market. Aminlou as a CRA is responsible for coordination and 

checking the integrity of clinical trials under regulatory guidelines and 

inspections. Email: aminlou@celltech.co 

Conference talk title How ATMP helps the incurable diseases? 

  

Abstract  Advanced Therapeutic Medicinal products (ATMPs) have received a lot of 

attention in recent years. They include gene-therapy medicines, cell- therapy 

medicines and tissue engineered products. They may be used in combination 

forms. These are very different in comparison to chemical medicined from the 

aspect mechanism and activity and also the guidelines and regulations of the 

administration. Like other pharmaceutical products, cGMP production is 

necessary and the investigators who are prescribing the IMPs should be GCP 

certified. Although most of the patients in need of these products are struggling 

with incurable diseases but the administrations must be monitored by the 

national FDA regulatory in order to avoid any misuse or abuse. As mentioned 

above cell- therapy is a classified as ATMPs. Somatic cells specially the 

mesenchymal stem cells derived from different sources are the main cell therapy 

products. Several sources have been introduced but in recent years the umbilical 

derived MSC are getting more attention because of their valuable 

characteristics. These cells are obtained from the umbilical cord of healthy 

neonates and after cell extraction, processing and expansion they are 

cryopreserved and stored in the banks. While a patient needs the product, a 

physician orders the approved amount of the cell therapy product. All steps are 

performed in sterile and standard condition and only the pre-determined safe 

and efficient products are preferred to use. 
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